Can pickup locations be limited for certain materials?

Applies to

- Wise configuration

Answer

Yes, you can use Networks and RMT settings to create a collection that can only be picked up at one branch.

1. Sign into the Wise configuration manager.
2. Create a pickup location for your preferred branch:
   a. Navigate to OCLC Wise > Management organizations > Networks and branch groups > Networks > (G_NET) Networks.
   b. Click New to create a new row in the table for the branch.
   c. Fill out the information.
3. Create a material type for the collection (if necessary):
   a. Navigate to Holds and ILL > Policy material (RMT) > (RMT) Hold configuration per RMT.
   b. Choose an organization.
   c. Choose the desired branch.
   d. Click New to create a new row in the table.
   e. Fill out the information, setting the pickup location from step 1 as the Network pickup branch.
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